
arole dentro

Relational Work.

Firstly staged: October 8th-9th, 2016. Total surface area of the

environment. The Living Art, Spazio Shed, Schio (VI).

A table, two stools, an easel, A4 size paper, wax pastels. In the

background, another table with two panels on top of it: on the

former there are a vase, some branches and leaves, and 42 letters

made of bronze-coloured plastic; on the latter there are a small

stove, two beakers, some food colouring, and some eggs.
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The project Parole Dentro (WORDS INSIDE) was presented

during The Living Art event, as part of a 38-hour performance

marathon.

It’s a work of art that originates from the reciprocal exchange

between artist and spectator, where the lines that define them

blur.

In exchange for their time entrusted to the artist, the audience

receives a personalized brief and imaginative portrait in words.

Then, if the participant accepts the artist’s invitation to take part,

he/she will break the barrier and pass by the side of the artist, to

creating a work of art in tandem, that both are going to sign.

However, the fate of the work of art is already decided: it will

soon end up being crumpled or eaten.

In a setting in between a street portraitist and an alchemists

laboratory, besides putting the ontology of the artwork to the

test, we try to find the added value of human relationships and

what it means to Listen.
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First Phase: A portrait made by words
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Second Phase: preparation of shared artwork
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Technical scheme, approximate dimensions

Minimum dimensions: Table 1: 50cm (p) x 80 cm (l) x 60(h)

Minimum dimensions: Table 2: 70 cm (p) x 100cm (l) x 60 (h)
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Performance is being repeated different times.

For each person it lasts about 10 to 15 minutes.

Needs: some running water to wash things between performances.

Fire: a camping gas is going to used for warming up some water during performances.
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CONTACTS:

Website and portfolio: antonioirre.wordpress.com

Email: irre.antonio@gmail.com

Tel. (0039) 349.4262775


